
 

Edinburgh: The Pentlands
& Arthur's Seat

A weekend walking adventure for
London-based hikers
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Introduction
Londoners often head for a holiday in Edinburgh, and no wonder as it's a truly beautiful 
city with plenty to see and do. Who can resist a capital city with a mountain in the middle 
of it?

This guide is slightly different from the others, as it suggests some shortish, fairly relaxed day 
walks you can do whilst visiting Scotland's capital and assumes you will be spending some time 
looking around the city and experiencing all it has to offer (*cough* whisky *cough*).

Two options are suggested in the Pentlands, a range of hills a bus ride away from the city but 
with a wild and remote feel. Take a high level ridge walk taking in the peaks of the Pentland hills, 
or in bad weather a low level walk is suggested. Both end in the Flotterstone Inn, where you can 
while away a few hours having some hearty pub grub and a few pints whilst you wait for the bus 
back to the city centre.

Finally if visiting Edinburgh you obviously must climb Arthur's seat; I suggest a good route and 
an excellent pub lunch option (hello haggis!). Yes, it's all about the pubs. It's a hard life 
sometimes isn't it?

All of this leaves enough time to see some of the city's tourist attractions. Speaking of which... 
this guide also includes the bonus section 'see Edinburgh like a local' with 'off the beaten track' 
suggestions of things to do and see.

Summary
High level Pentlands walk: you will take the bus to Nine Mile Burn where you then head up into 
the Pentland hills, climbing West Kip, East Kip, Scald Law, Carnethy Hill and Turnhouse Law in 
turn before descending to Flotterstone Inn where you can catch the bus back to the City.

Low level Pentlands walk: take the bus to Bonaly and walk alongside several small reservoirs. 
Take a path into the Pentlands, and between Bell's Hill and Harbour Hill. You join the route 
alongside the Glencorse reservoir and then to Flotterstone Inn where you can catch the bus back. 
A longer alternative is also possible for this walk.

Arthur's Seat: explore the fantastic views from this iconic Edinburgh location, then head for a 
pub lunch (and maybe a round of Skittles) in the Sheep Heid Pub in Duddingston.

Highlights
• The view from the Pentland hills
• Knowing you're exploring an area off the usual tourist trails
• Celebrating a successful walk (or drying out) with a pint and a meal in the Flotterstone Inn
• Salisbury Crags and Arthur's Seat: boggling that such iconic, rugged, mountainous scenery

exists in the heart of a capital city. Incredible.
• Haggis in the Sheep Heid pub.
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Suitable time of year
These walks are suitable at most times of the year however, do be careful if there is ice on the 
ground or if there are very strong winds. People have died on Arthur's Seat so although it is a 
small climb in big scheme of things, don't underestimate how dangerous it can be in bad weather 
and strong winds.

As you'll see from the pictures in this guide, I did the high level Pentlands route in snow but the 
snow was fresh and soft underfoot, so use your common sense and take precautions.

Resources you will need: CHECKLIST
In addition to all your usual walking gear, waterproofs etc.:

 Map and compass. Depending on the walk you are doing, you will need:

 Pentland walks: The Ordnance Survey Explorer 1:25000 map 344 Pentland Hills

 Arthur's Seat: The Ordnance Survey Explorer 1:25000 map 350 Edinburgh. 
However, to be honest - you can probably get away without an OS map for 
Arthur's Seat as it is difficult to get lost since you can always see where you 
are in relation to the city; and you can pick up a simple, cheaper map of the 
area in a tourist information office.

• Or: 
• A GPS with Edinburgh and the Pentland Hills on it.

 For the 'high level' Pentlands route:

 Going out: Bus times between Edinburgh and Nine Mile Burn (SW bound) on A702 
(search Traveline Scotland – Journey Planner). Should be route 101/102 between 
Dumfries/Biggar/Edinburgh.  (Timetables are also available on the SPT and 
Stagecoach websites but these are harder to search)

 After your walk: Bus times between Flotterstone, At Flotterstone Inn On A702 and 
Edinburgh City Centre (search Traveline Scotland  – Journey Planner). Should be 
route 101/102 between Dumfries/Biggar/Edinburgh.  (Timetables are also available
on the SPT and Stagecoach websites but these are harder to search)

 For the 'low level' Pentlands route:

 Going out: Bus timetable for the number 10 bus from Edinburgh to Bonaly ('Bonaly 
Shops'). You can get this from the Lothian buses website.

 After your walk: Bus times between Flotterstone, At Flotterstone Inn On A702 and 
Edinburgh City Centre (search Traveline Scotland  – Journey Planner). Should be 
route 101/102 between Dumfries/Biggar/Edinburgh operated by SPT
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Accommodation
It's Edinburgh! There are plenty of options.  :-)

Camping

You can wild camp in the Pentlands! Here is some guidance. 

Getting there and back by public transport

London to Edinburgh

The train journey from London to Edinburgh during the day time takes about 4.5-5 hours 
depending on the train.

Of course you can fly to Edinburgh from London but I would encourage you to consider the 
sleeper train, as it is much more fun. For more information on sleeper trains and how they work, 
see the London Hiker 'Highland Adventure' guide. The Caledonian Sleeper trains are run by 
Scotrail. 

Day time trains to Edinburgh go from King's Cross; sleeper trains go from Euston.

Hardy Pentland sheep
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Day 1: Pentlands high level walk

Nine Mile Burn: a signpost shows the way

Distance 6.5 miles / 10.4 km 

Strenuousness 3/5

Difficulty of navigation 2/5 

Example itinerary

(This is an example! Do not rely on the times below - always check current times before planning 
your trip!)

FROM >  TO LEAVE ARRIVE

BUS  Edinburgh Princes Street > Nine Mile Burn 08:39 09:30

WALK Nine Mile Burn > Flotterstone Inn (6.5 miles / 10.4 km)

BUS Flotterstone > Edinburgh (you can get a later train & eat at Flotterstone) 17:11 17:40
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Take the 101 or 102 bus from Edinburgh to Nine Mile Burn.

Nine Mile Burn is between Silverburn and Carlops on the bus timetable.

There is no bus stop at Nine Mile Burn, but ask the driver to stop there.

The journey takes about an hour, because the bus takes a detour through Penicuik.

Before going through Penicuik, the bus passes Flotterstone, where you will end the walk later.

You will know when you are getting close, after the bus leaves Penicuik by heading out on the 
A766, then turns right down a minor road directly towards the hills, and then takes a 90 degree 
left turn to join the main A702 road at Silverburn.

West Kip ahead

After getting off the bus at Nine Mile Burn cross over the main road and head up the track to 
some houses. At the end of the road, turn right down a footpath into a field. 

Quite quickly, turn left and head up hill towards Scroggy Hill, and then up onto Monks Rigg.
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Looking back to East Kip and West Kip; the tiny black speck is a hiker!

Continue onto Cap Law. You can see the dramatic pointy hill of West Kip ahead of you - that's 
your next destination!

To get there, continue on the path, cross a track and then head uphill.

Come down a little over the top of West Kip, then climb East Kip.

Keep following the path to Scald Law.

From here you simply continue on!
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View from near Carnethy Hill

Your next hill is Carnethy Hill, then finally, Turnhouse Hill.

Below, you can see the Glencorse Reservoir and Edinburgh ahead.

Loganlea reservoir
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Come down Turnhouse Hill, and follow clear paths towards the Visitor Centre and Inn at 
Flotterstone, where you can warm up and get some hearty pub grub and a pint or two before 
catching the bus back.

Pentland Hills

To wait for the bus, simply head on to the main road and there is a pull over where you can wait 
for the bus to come over the hill. 

You should stay on the same side as Flotterstone; do not cross the road!

Day 1: Food 

You will need to take a packed lunch with you and you should get this from Edinburgh before 
catching the bus.

Instead, if you are sure you can wait, you could eat in the Flotterstone Inn at the end of the walk 
(but I would take snacks if I were you!) because I would not want to wait that long!
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Flotterstone Inn

Day 1: Facilities
There are no public toilets on the route and there is no shelter.

Day 1: Escape routes/bad weather alternatives
Before climbing West Kip, take the path south-east past Eastside and Westside back towards the 
main road. You can then catch the bus from either Eight Mile Burn or Silverburn back to 
Flotterstone, where you can then go into the Inn.

After Scald Law, take the path north and down towards Loganlea Reservoir below. You will then 
walk along the Reservoir and then Glencorse Reservoir all the way to Flotterstone.
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Day 2: Low level Pentlands route

Between Bell's Hill and Harbour Hill

Distance 7.6 miles / 12.2 km (+OPTION to extend to 12.6 m / 
20.2km – see instructions)

Strenuousness 1/5 

Difficulty of navigation 1/5

Example itinerary
(This is an example! Do not rely on the times below - always check current times before planning 
your trip!)

FROM >  TO LEAVE ARRIVE

BUS  Edinburgh Princes Street > Bonaly Shops 09:18 09:44

WALK Bonaly > Flotterstone Inn (7.6 miles / 12.2 km)

BUS Flotterstone > Edinburgh (you can get a later train & eat at Flotterstone) 17:11 17:40
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Get the number 10 bus (run by Lothian buses) to Bonaly (Bonaly Shops). 

Continue on up Bonaly Road to cross the A720. 

Follow the track to the right, and you will find yourself walking alongside Torduff Reservoir on 
your left.

Follow the path onwards and you will reach Clubbiedean Reservoir. 

The path goes alongside this, and then curves to the right, to reach the village of Middle 
Kinleith. 

Turn left here along the quiet country road.

Views across Edinburgh

On reaching Harlaw Farm, turn left up the road which then turns into a track heading towards 
the hills. 

Where the path forks, take the left fork. (Alternative option: to extend the walk, take the right 
fork and follow the path to the end of Threipmuir Reservoir and then around the side of Black 
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Hill. Then, join the path alongside Loganlea Reservoir and follow this all the way to Flotterstone. 
This would add an extra 5 miles / 8km onto the walk, making the walk a total of 12.6 miles).

After Harlaw Farm, towards the hills

The left fork heads up between Harbour Hill and Bell's Hill.

Continue on down Maiden's Cleugh towards Glencorse Reservoir below.
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Glencorse Reservoir 

Turn left and follow the road back to Flotterstone Visitor Centre and Inn where you can catch 
the 100, 101 or 102 bus back to the city.

To wait for the bus, simply head on to the main road and there is a pull over where you can wait 
for the bus to come over the hill. 

You should stay on the same side as Flotterstone; do not cross the road!

Day 2: Food 
If you are not doing the longer alternative version of this walk, then you can get your lunch in the
Flotterstone Inn. 

If you are doing the longer alternative, you will need to take a packed lunch with you.

I would recommend taking snacks just in case.
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Day 2: Facilities
There are toilets at Flotterstone.

Day 2: Escape routes/bad weather alternatives
As this is a low level walk, you will not need any escape routes. It is not possible to cut the walk 
short; the only option is to turn back to Bonaly.

Towards Glencorse Reservoir 
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Day 3: Arthur's Seat

Arthur's Seat

Distance 3 miles / 6 km  

Strenuousness 1/5 

Difficulty of navigation 2/5

Find your way down the Royal Mile in the 'Old Town' to the (in)famous Scottish Parliament 
building (the architecture is very distinctive and locals either love it or hate it).

From here you can clearly see Salisbury Crags ahead of you. They are absolutely stunning!

The white spiky building that looks like a sea urchin is the 'Our Dynamic Earth' Centre.

Follow the road to a junction where it meets the road that circles Arthur's Seat.
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Looking down on Salisbury Crags

The clear path to the right underneath Salisbury Crags is worth doing, but I'm going to suggest 
you leave most of the tourists behind and take the path over the crags instead.

To find this, turn left along the road for a short while and look for a path to the right which heads
up on top of the crags.

The paths here are grassy and you get amazing views of the whole area. Follow the paths above 
the crags.

Whether you go below or above the crags, you end up with Arthur's Seat in front of you.

Climb straight up the steep but short paths ahead to reach the top of Arthur's Seat and spend a 
while admiring the stunning views.
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Paths along the top of Salisbury Crags

From here, you need to aim towards Dunsapie Loch below, roughly to the east. It is a small, 
kidney bean shaped Loch.

When you reach the Loch, turn right onto the road.

Look out for a little path on the left, which takes you down into the pretty Duddingston village.

The Sheep Heid Inn is right ahead of you here.

After your lunch, head back up to Dunsapie Loch, and take the path heading up again, as if to 
head back to Arthur's Seat. 

When you reach a crossroads of paths you have two options: take paths north down the valley, or 
head up onto Whinny Hill and explore. There are plenty of wild rabbits here and the views are 
wonderful. If you head onto Whinny Hill, when you are done there it is best to double back to the 
crossroads to head back into the valley afterwards.

Follow paths through the valley until you reach the road.

Turn left and you are back at the Parliament building.
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Day 3: Food 

It is recommended to eat at the Sheep Heid Inn in Duddingston. This is a fantastic old pub with 
excellent food (I can recommend the vegetarian haggis!) and a skittle alley in the back!

The 'Our Dynamic Earth' Centre has a cafe in it which you can visit without going into the 
Centre's paid section.

Sheep Heid Inn

Day 3: Facilities
There are toilets in the cafe in the 'Our Dynamic Earth' centre (the white spiky building), and 
obviously in the Sheep Heid Inn.
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Day 3: Escape routes/bad weather alternatives

From Duddingston, either: 

• Walk along the main road towards the City and then join the cycle route on the left. This 
takes you through the Innocent Railway Tunnel and into the City.

• Call for a taxi from the Sheeps Heid Inn.
• Get the 42 bus (Lothian buses), by turning left on the main road (Old Church Lane) until 

you reach a junction with Duddingston Road on your right where there is a bus stop at 
Hollyrood School. Cross the road for buses into the City. Journey time is about 30 minutes.

An alleyway in Duddingston 
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Background Reading and Viewing
Arthur's Seat

Arthur's seat featurs in the bestselling novel One Day by David Nicholls. (It isn't about walking – 
but it's apparently quite a good yarn!)

This short video has some lovely shots of Arthur's Seat and the views of Edinburgh:

YouTube:   Edinburgh video guide: Arthur's seat and the crags
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In the National Museum of Scotland in Edinburgh you can view the myserious 17 dolls' coffins 
that were found on Arthur's Seat in 1836. 

• Arthur's Seat Coffins at the National Museum of Scotland 

• Read more about the mystery here 

Pentlands

The Pentland Hills Regional Park website has more information on the area.

I made a video about walking in the Pentlands:

YouTube: London Hiker in the Pentlands 
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Bonus section: A local's guide 
to Edinburgh

My brother lived in Edinburgh for several years. 

I asked him for his recommendations of things to do and see.

First time Edinburgh tourist 'must dos'

• Arthur's Seat
• Edinburgh Castle
• Scott Monument
• Carlton Hill (i.e. 'Edinburgh's Shame')
• The Royal Mile
• Edinburgh Museum
• Edinburgh Galleries
• Visit Greyfriar's Bobby & churchyard
• Coffee in the Elephant House cafe (used by J.K.Rowling when she wrote Harry Potter).
• Scottish Parliament building
• Holyrood House
• Camera Obscura

Off the beaten track: see Edinburgh like a local

• Walk along the causeway at low tide to Cramond Island
• Walk up Blackford Hill
• Visit Edinburgh's Botanic Gardens
• Eat Haggis and play skittles in the Sheep Heid Inn, Duddingston
• Watch a film at the Brass Monkey pub (14 Drummond St)
• Take a walk along The Water of Leith
• See a film at the Cameo Picturehouse
• Play/frolic in the Meadows
• Have Coffee in: Peters Yard, Kilimajaro Coffee (104 Nicolson St), or Falko
• Watch fireworks from Salisbury Crags
• Go to the Forest Cafe
• Visit Armstrongs vintage clothes shop
• Visit the Port of Leith
• Eat in Hendersons vegetarian restaurant

www.londonhiker.com 
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